BASKETBALL OUTDOOR ADJUSTABLE POSTS
BLACK POWDER COAT FINISH FOR MAXIMUM DURABILITY, LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

SLAM ADJUSTABLE POST SET

FORCE ADJUSTABLE POST SET

TITAN ADJUSTABLE POST SET

FEATURES 506991:

FEATURES 506992:

FEATURES 506993:

Offers adjustability and durability
at an affordable price. A springaided design makes one person
adjustment virtually effortless.

–– Constructed in a single piece from 4"
(102 mm) square 11-gauge tubing.
–– Allows the rim height to be adjusted
in 6" (152 mm) increments from 10'
to 7' (3.05 m to 2.13 m) by means of
a removable pin which secures the
adjustment handle into a pin bracket.
–– Rim can be mounted directly to the
extension arm through the backboard
to reduce stress on the backboard.
Watertight vinyl cap seals out moisture.
–– Backboard extends 24" (61 cm) in
front of the post when goal is set
at 10' (3.05 m).
–– Extension distance increases as rim
height is lowered.
–– Includes 48" x 36" (123 cm x 91 cm)
acrylic backboard and outdoor
breakaway goal.
–– Post is direct buried 36" (91 cm) into
concrete footing.

High-quality system to withstand
the toughest play.

–– Constructed of 5" (127 mm) square,
3
/16" (5 mm) thick post and dual strut
extension
–– Tubular H-frame and direct goal
attachment offers maximum rigidity.
–– Crank style adjustment with a double
spring assist allows easy adjustment
of the goal to any height between 10'
(3.05 m) and 6' 6" (1.98 m).
–– When set at 10' (3.05 m), backboard
has a 4' (1.22 m) extension.
–– Post offers welded steel bushings at
all pivot points and welded top cap to
provide durability.
–– Attached to concrete footing via
threaded J-bolt anchoring system to
allow perfect pole leveling and easy
removal.
–– Includes a 54" x 36" (137 cm x 91 cm)
acrylic backboard and outdoor
breakaway goal.
–– Indicator shows rim height.

OPTIONS FOR ALL:
–– Optional post padding and premium
backboard edge pad.

Heavy-duty dual strut extension
arm makes the Titan Adjustable
Post Set one of the toughest
available.

–– Constructed of a 6" (152 mm) square,
3
/16" (5 mm) thick post, and heavy-duty
dual strut extension arm
–– Tubular H-frame backboard mount
with direct goal attachment provides
maximum rigidity.
–– It provides 4' (1.22 m) extension for
maximum player safety when set at
10' (3.05 m).
–– Crank style adjustment with a double
spring assist allows easy adjustment
of the goal to any height between 10'
(3.05 m) and 6' 6" (1.98 m).
–– Pivot points have welded steel
bushings.
–– Post comes with welded top cap.
–– Post is attached to concrete footing via
threaded J-bolt anchoring system for
perfect pole leveling and easy removal.
–– The system includes a 72" x 42"
(183 cm x 107 cm) acrylic backboard
and breakaway goal.
–– Indicator shows rim height.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Access dimensions, specifications,
instructions, technical drawings, and
other supporting documents located at:
draperinc.com/documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit:
draperinc.com/gymequipment/
outdoorbasketballequipment.aspx
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